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1. Introduction

We denote the d-dimensional Euclidean space by Ed, and the unit ball centered at 
the origin o by Bd. A convex body K is a compact convex subset of Ed with nonempty 
interior. Throughout the paper, K always denotes a convex body in Ed. If K = −K :=
{−x : x ∈ K}, then K is said to be o-symmetric. K is said to be smooth if at every point 
on the boundary bdK of K, the body K is supported by a unique hyperplane of Ed. K
is strictly convex if the boundary of K contains no nontrivial line segment.

The kissing number problem asks for the maximum number k(d) of non-overlapping 
translates of Bd that can touch Bd. Clearly, k(2) = 6. To date, the only known kissing 
number values are k(3) = 12 [20], k(4) = 24 [16], k(8) = 240 [17], and k(24) = 196560
[17]. For a survey of kissing numbers we refer the interested reader to [7].

Generalizing the kissing number, the Hadwiger number or the translative kissing num-
ber H(K) of a convex body K is the maximum number of non-overlapping translates 
of K that all touch K. Given the difficulty of the kissing number problem, determin-
ing Hadwiger numbers is highly nontrivial with few exact values known for d ≥ 3. The 
best general upper and lower bounds on H(K) are due to Hadwiger [12] and Talata [22]
respectively, and can be expressed as

2cd ≤ H(K) ≤ 3d − 1, (1)

where c is an absolute constant and equality holds in the right inequality if and only if 
K is an affine d-dimensional cube [11].

A packing of translates of a convex domain, that is, a planar convex body, K in E2

is said to be totally separable if any two packing elements can be separated by a line of 
E2 disjoint from the interior of every packing element. This notion was introduced by G. 
Fejes Tóth and L. Fejes Tóth [10].

We can define a totally separable packing of translates of a d-dimensional convex 
body K in a similar way by requiring any two packing elements to be separated by a 
hyperplane in Ed disjoint from the interior of every packing element [6,13].

Recall that the contact graph of a packing of translates of K is the simple graph whose 
vertices are the members of the packing, and whose two vertices are connected by an 
edge if and only if the two members touch each other. In this paper we investigate the 
maximum degree (called separable Hadwiger number), as well as the maximum number 
of edges (called the maximum separable contact number) of the contact graphs of totally 
separable packings by a given number of translates of a smooth or strictly convex body 
K in Ed. This extends and generalizes the results of [4] and [6]. The details follow.

1.1. Separable Hadwiger numbers

It is natural to introduce the totally separable analogue of the Hadwiger number as 
follows [4].
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Definition 1.1. Let K be a convex body in Ed. We call a family of translates of K that all 
touch K and, together with K, form a totally separable packing in Ed a separable Had-
wiger configuration of K. The separable Hadwiger number Hsep(K) of K is the maximum 
size of a separable Hadwiger configuration of K.

Recall that the Minkowski symmetrization of the convex body K in Ed denoted by Ko
is defined by Ko := 1

2 (K + (−K)) = 1
2 (K −K) = 1

2{x−y : x, y ∈ K}. Clearly, Ko is an 
o-symmetric d-dimensional convex body. Minkowski [15] showed that if P = {x1+K, x2+
K, . . . , xn+K} is a packing of translates of K, then Po = {x1+Ko, x2+Ko, . . . , xn+Ko}
is a packing as well. Moreover, the contact graphs of P and Po are the same. Using the 
same method, it is easy to see that Minkowski’s above statement applies to totally 
separable packings as well. (See also [4].) Thus, from this point on, we only consider 
o-symmetric convex bodies.

It is mentioned in [6] that based on [9] (see also, [18] and [14]) it follows in a straight-
forward way that Hsep(Bd) = 2d for all d ≥ 2. On the other hand, if K is an o-symmetric 
convex body in Ed, then each facet of the minimum volume circumscribed parallelotope 
of K touches K at the center of the facet and so, clearly Hsep(K) ≥ 2d. Thus,

2d ≤ Hsep(K) ≤ H(K) ≤ 3d − 1 (2)

holds for any o-symmetric convex body K in Ed. Furthermore, the d-cube is the only 
o-symmetric convex body in Ed with separable Hadwiger number 3d − 1 [11].

We investigate equality in the first inequality of (2). First, we note as an easy exercise 
that Hsep as a map from the set of convex bodies equipped with any reasonable topology 
to the reals is upper semi-continuous. Thus, for any d, if an o-symmetric convex body 
K in Ed is sufficiently close to the Euclidean ball Bd (say, Bd ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + εd)Bd, where 
εd > 0 depends on d only), then Hsep(K) = 2d.

Hence, it is natural to ask whether the set of those o-symmetric convex bodies in Ed

with Hsep(K) = 2d is dense. In this paper, we investigate whether Hsep(K) = 2d holds 
for any o-symmetric smooth or strictly convex K in Ed. Our first main result is a partial 
answer to this question.

Definition 1.2. An Auerbach basis of an o-symmetric convex body K in Ed is a set of 
d points on the boundary of K that form a basis of Ed with the property that the 
hyperplane through any one of them, parallel to the other d − 1 supports K.

Theorem 1. Let K be an o-symmetric convex body in Ed, which is smooth or strictly 
convex. Then

(a) For d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we have Hsep(K) = 2d and, in any separable Hadwiger configu-
ration of K with 2d translates of K, the translation vectors are d pairs of opposite 
vectors, where picking one from each pair yields an Auerbach basis of K.

(b) Hsep(K) ≤ 2d+1 − 3 for all d ≥ 5.
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We note that part (a) of Theorem 1 was proved for d = 2 and smooth o-symmetric 
convex domains in [4]. We prove Theorem 1 in Section 3.

1.2. One-sided separable Hadwiger numbers

The one-sided Hadwiger number h(K) of an o-symmetric convex body K in Ed has 
been defined in [3] as the maximum number of non-overlapping translates of K that 
can touch K and lie in a closed supporting half-space of K. It is proved in [3] that 
h(K) ≤ 2 · 3d−1 − 1 holds for any o-symmetric convex body K in Ed with equality for 
affine d-cubes only.

One could consider the obvious extension of the one-side Hadwiger number to sepa-
rable Hadwiger configurations. However, a more restrictive and slightly more technical 
definition serves our purposes better, the reason of which will become clear in Theorem 2
and Example 3.1.

We call a linear functional f : Ed → R a supporting linear functional of a convex set K
if, for some α ∈ R, the half-space {x ∈ Ed : f(x) ≤ α} contains K, and the hyperplane 
{x ∈ Ed : f(x) = α} intersects the topological closure of K. We identify the space of 
linear functionals with Ed.

Definition 1.3. Let K be a smooth o-symmetric convex body in Ed. The one-sided 
separable Hadwiger number hsep(K) of K is the maximum number n of translates 
2x1 + K, . . . , 2xn + K of K that form a separable Hadwiger configuration of K, and 
the following holds: If f1, . . . , fn denote supporting linear functionals of K at the points 
x1, . . . , xn, respectively, then o /∈ conv{x1, . . . , xn} and o /∈ conv{f1, . . . , fn}.

Definition 1.4. For a positive integer d, let

hsep(d) := max{ hsep(K) :

K is an o-symmetric, smooth and strictly convex body in Ed},

Hsep(d) := max{ Hsep(K) :

K is an o-symmetric, smooth and strictly convex body in Ed},

and set Hsep(0) = hsep(0) = 0.

The proof of part (a) of Theorem 1 relies on the following fact: for the smallest 
dimensional example K of an o-symmetric, smooth and strictly convex body with 
Hsep(K) > 2d, we have hsep(K) > 2d. More precisely,

Theorem 2.

(a) hsep(d) ≤ Hsep(d) ≤ max{2� + hsep(d − �) : � = 0, . . . , d}.
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(b) hsep(d) = d for d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
(c) hsep(Bd) = d for the d-dimensional Euclidean ball Bd with d ∈ Z+.

According to Note 2.2, when upper bounding Hsep(K) on the family of smooth or
strictly convex bodies, it is sufficient to consider smooth and strictly convex bodies.

As a warning sign, in Example 3.1 we show that there is an o-symmetric, smooth 
and strictly convex body K in E5, which has a set of 6 translates that form a separable 
Hadwiger configuration, and the origin is not in the convex hull of the translation vectors.

We prove Theorem 2, and present Example 3.1 in Section 3.

1.3. Maximum separable contact numbers

Let K be an o-symmetric convex body in Ed, and let P := {x1 +K, . . . , xn +K} be a 
packing of translates of K. The number of edges in the contact graph of P is called the 
contact number of P. Finally let c(K, n) denote the largest contact number of a packing 
of n translates of K in Ed. It is proved in [2] that c(K, n) ≤ H(K)

2 n − n
d−1
d g(K) holds 

for all n > 1, where g(K) > 0 depends on K only.

Definition 1.5. If d, n ∈ Z+ and K is an o-symmetric convex body in Ed, then let 
csep (K, n) denote the largest contact number of a totally separable packing of n trans-
lates of K.

According to Theorem 1, the maximum degree in the contact graph of a totally sep-
arable packing of a smooth convex body K is 2d, and hence, csep (K, n) ≤ dn, for 
d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Our second main result is a stronger bound.

Theorem 3. Let K be a smooth o-symmetric convex body in Ed with d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then

csep (K, n) ≤ dn− n(d−1)/df(K)

for all n > 1, where f(K) > 0 depends on K only.
In particular, if K is a smooth o-symmetric convex domain in E2, then

csep (K, n) ≤ 2n−
√
π

8
√
n

holds for all n > 1.

In [4] it is proved that csep (K, n) = �2n− 2
√
n	 holds for any o-symmetric smooth 

strictly convex domain K and any n > 1. Thus, one may wonder whether the same 
statement holds for any smooth o-symmetric convex domain K.

We prove Theorem 3 in Section 4. For a more explicit form of Theorem 3 see Theorem 4
in Section 4.
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1.4. Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we develop a dictionary that helps translate the study of separable Had-
wiger configurations of smooth or strictly convex bodies to the language of systems of 
vector-linear functional pairs. In Section 3, based on our observations in Section 2, we 
prove Theorem 2, and show how our first main result, Theorem 1 follows from it.

In Section 4 we prove our second main result, Theorem 3. This proof is an adaptation 
of the proof of the main result of [2] to the setting of totally separable packings of 
smooth convex bodies. One of the main challenges of the adaptation is to compute the 
maximum degree of the contact graph of a totally separable family of translates of a 
smooth convex body K, and to characterize locally the geometric setting where this 
maximum is attained. This local characterization is provided by Theorem 1.

Finally, in Section 5, we describe open problems and outline the difficulties in trans-
lating Theorem 3 to strictly convex (but, possibly not smooth) convex bodies.

2. Linearization, fundamental properties

First, in order to give a linearization of the problem, we consider a set of n pairs 
(x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) where xi ∈ Ed and fi is a linear functional on Ed for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 
and we define the following conditions that they may satisfy.

For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j, we have fi(xi) = 1 and fi(xj) ∈ [−1, 0]. (Lin)

For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j, we have fi(xj) = −1, if and only if, xj = −xi.

(StrictC)

For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j, we have fi(xj) = −1, if and only if, fj = −fi.

(Smooth)

For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j, we have fi(xi) = 1 and fi(xj) ∈ (−1, 0].

(OpenLin)

Lemma 2.1. There is an o-symmetric, strictly convex body K in Ed with Hsep(K) ≥ n if 
and only if, there is a set of n vector-linear functional pairs (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) in Ed

satisfying (Lin) and (StrictC).
Similarly, there is an o-symmetric, smooth convex body K in Ed with Hsep(K) ≥ n if 

and only if, there is a set of n vector-linear functional pairs (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) in Ed

satisfying (Lin) and (Smooth).
Furthermore, the existence of an o-symmetric, smooth and strictly convex body with 

Hsep(K) ≥ n yields the existence of n vector-linear functional pairs satisfying (Lin), 
(StrictC) and (Smooth).

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let K be an o-symmetric convex body in Ed. Assume that 2x1 +
K, 2x2 + K, . . . , 2xn + K is a separable Hadwiger configuration of K, where x1, . . . ,
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xn ∈ bdK. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let fi be the linear functional corresponding to the separating 

hyperplane of K and 2xi + K which is disjoint from the interiors of all members of the 

family. That is, fi(xi) = 1 and −1 ≤ fi|K ≤ 1.
Total separability yields that fi(xj) ∈ [−1, 1] \ (0, 1), for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j. 

Suppose that fi(xj) = 1. Then 2xi + K and 2xj + K both touch the hyperplane H :=
{x ∈ Ed : fi(x) = 1} from one side, while K is on the other side of this hyperplane.

If K is strictly convex, then this is clearly not possible.
If K is smooth, then let S be a separating hyperplane of 2xi + K and 2xj + K which 

is disjoint from intK. Since K is smooth, K ∩H ∩ S = ∅, and hence, K does not touch 

2xi + K or 2xj + K, a contradiction.
Thus, if K is strictly convex or smooth, then (Lin) holds.
If K is strictly convex (resp., smooth), then (StrictC) (resp., (Smooth)) follows im-

mediately.
Next, assume that (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) is a set of n vector-linear functional pairs 

satisfying (Lin) and (StrictC). We need to show that there is a strictly convex body 

K with Hsep(K) ≥ n. Consider the o-symmetric convex set L := {x ∈ Ed : fi(x) ∈
[−1, 1] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the intersection of n origin-symmetric slabs.

Fix an 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If there is no j 
= i with fj(xi) = −1, then xi is in the relative 

interior of a facet of the polyhedral set L, moreover, by (StrictC), no other point of 
the set {±x1, . . . , ±xn} lies on that facet. The same holds if the only j 
= i for which 

fj(xi) = −1 is such that fj = −fi.
If there is a j 
= i with fj(xi) = −1, and fj 
= −fi, then xi is in the intersection of 

two facets of L, moreover, by (StrictC), no other point of the set {±x1, . . . , ±xn} lies on 

the union of those two facets.
In conclusion, each facet of L contains at most one of the xis. Thus, there is an 

o-symmetric, strictly convex body K ⊂ L which contains each xi. Clearly, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 
the hyperplane {x ∈ Ed : fi(x) = 1} supports K at xi. It is an easy exercise to see that 
the family 2x1 + K, 2x2 + K, . . . , 2xn + K is a separable Hadwiger configuration of K.

Next, assume that (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) is a set of n vector-linear functional pairs 
satisfying (Lin) and (Smooth). To show that there is a smooth convex body K with 

Hsep(K) ≥ n, one may either copy the above proof and make the obvious modifications, 
or use duality: interchange the role of the xis with that of the fis, obtain a strictly convex 

body in the space of linear functionals, and then, by polarity obtain a smooth convex 

body in Ed. We leave the details to the reader.
Finally, if (Lin), (StrictC) and (Smooth) hold, then in the above construction of 

a strictly convex body, we had that each point of the set {±x1, . . . , ±xn} lies in the 

interior of a facet of L, with no other point lying on the same facet. Thus, there is an 

o-symmetric, smooth and strictly convex body K ⊂ L which contains each xi. Clearly, 
we have Hsep(K) ≥ n. �
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Note 2.2. Let K be an o-symmetric, strictly convex body in Ed, and consider a separable 
Hadwiger configuration of K with n members. Then, by Lemma 2.1, we have a set of n
vector-linear functional pairs satisfying (Lin) and (StrictC).

If for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that −xi is not in the set of vectors, then (OpenLin) is 
automatically satisfied. We remark that in this case, we may replace K with a strictly 
convex and smooth body.

If for some k 
= � we have x� = −xk, then by (Lin), fj(xk) = 0 for all j ∈ [n] \ {k, �}. 
Thus, if we remove (xk, fk) and (x�, f�) from the set of vector-linear functional pairs, 
then we obtain n −2 pairs that still satisfy (Lin) and (StrictC), and the linear functionals 
lie in a (d − 1)-dimensional linear hyperplane. Thus, we may consider the problem of 
bounding their maximum number, n − 2 in Ed−1.

The same dimension reduction argument can be repeated when K is smooth. Thus, in 
order to bound Hsep(K) for smooth or strictly convex bodies, it is sufficient to consider 
smooth and strictly convex bodies, and bound n for which there are n vectors with linear 
functionals satisfying (OpenLin).

We will rely on the following basic fact from convexity due to Steinitz [21] in its 
original form, and then refined later with the characterization of the case of equality, see 
[19].

Lemma 2.3. Let x1, . . . , xn be points in Ed with o ∈ int conv{x1, . . . , xn}. Then there is 
a subset A ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} of cardinality at most 2d with o ∈ int convA.

Furthermore, if the minimal cardinality of such A is 2d, then A consists of the end-
points of d line segments which span Ed, and whose relative interiors intersect in o.

Proposition 2.4. Let (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) be vector-linear functional pairs in Ed satisfy-
ing (Lin). Assume further that o ∈ int conv{x1, . . . , xn}. Then n ≤ 2d.

Moreover, if n = 2d, then the points x1, . . . , xn are vertices of a cross-polytope with 
center o.

Proof of Proposition 2.4. By (Lin), for any proper subset A � {x1, . . . , xn}, we have 
that the origin is not in the interior of convA. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, n ≤ 2d.

Next, assume that n = 2d. Observe that it follows from (Lin) that if xi = λxj for 
some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j and λ ∈ R, then λ = −1. Thus, combining the argument in 
the previous paragraph with the second part of Lemma 2.3 yields the second part of 
Proposition 2.4. �
Proposition 2.5. Let (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) be vector-linear functional pairs in Ed satisfy-
ing (OpenLin). Assume that o /∈ conv{x1, . . . , xn}. Then for any 1 ≤ k < � ≤ n, the 
triangle conv{o, xk, x�} is a face of the convex polytope P := conv({x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {o}).

Proof of Proposition 2.5. By (OpenLin), we have that fi(xj) > −1 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤
n, i 
= j. Suppose for a contradiction that conv{xj : j ∈ [n] \ {k, �}} contains a point 
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of the form x = λxk + μx� with λ, μ ≥ 0, 0 < λ + μ ≤ 1. By (OpenLin), we have 
fk(x), f�(x) ≤ 0. Thus,

0 ≥ fk(x) + f�(x) = λ(1 + f�(xk)) + μ(1 + fk(x�)) > 0,

a contradiction. �
Example 3.1 may shed some light on the difficulty of strengthening Proposition 2.5.

3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove part (a), we will use induction on d, the base case, d = 1
being trivial. By the dimension–reduction argument in Note 2.2, we may assume that 
there are n vector-linear functional pairs (x1, f1), . . . , (xn, fn) satisfying (OpenLin).

If o /∈ conv{x1, . . . , xn}, and o /∈ conv{f1, . . . , fn}, then, clearly, n ≤ hsep(d).
Thus, by the symmetry of the roles of the xis and the fis, we may assume that 

o ∈ conv{x1, . . . , xn}. We may also assume that F = conv{x1, . . . , xk} is the face of the 
polytope conv{x1, . . . , xn} that supports o, that is the face which contains o in its relative 
interior. Let H := spanF . If H is the entire space Ed, then o ∈ int conv{x1, . . . , xn} and 
hence, n ≤ 2d follows from Proposition 2.4.

On the other hand, if H is a proper linear subspace of Ed, then clearly, for any i > k, 
we have that fi is identically zero on H.

Applying Proposition 2.4 on H for {xi : i ≤ k} with {fi|H : i ≤ k}, we have

k ≤ 2 dimH. (3)

Denote by H⊥ the orthogonal complement of H, and by P the orthogonal projection 
of Ed onto H⊥. It is not hard to see that P is one-to-one on the set {xi : i > k}. 
Moreover, the set of points {Pxi : i > k}, with linear functionals {fi|H⊥ : i > k}
restricted to H⊥, satisfy (OpenLin) in H⊥.

Combining (3) with the induction hypothesis applied on H⊥, we complete the proof 
of part (a).

For the three-dimensional bound in part (b), suppose that o /∈ conv{x1, . . . , x4} ∈ E3. 
By Radon’s lemma, the set {o, x1, . . . , x4} admits a partition into two parts whose convex 
hulls intersect contradicting Proposition 2.5. The same proof yields the two and the 
four-dimensional statements, while the one-dimensional claim is trivial.

We use a projection argument to prove part (c). Assume that x1, . . . , xn is a set of 
Euclidean unit vectors with 〈xi,xj〉 ∈ (−1, 0] for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j. Furthermore, let 
y be a unit vector with 〈y,xi〉 > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Consider the set of vectors x′

i :=
xi − 〈y,xi〉y, i = 1, . . . , n, all lying in the hyperplane y⊥. Now, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 
= j, 
we have 〈

x′
i,x′

j

〉
= 〈xi,xj〉 − 〈y,xi〉 〈y,xj〉 < 0.
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Thus, x′
i, i = 1, . . . , n form a set of n vectors in a (d − 1)-dimensional space with pair-

wise obtuse angles. It is known [9,18,14], or may be proved using the same projection 
argument and induction on the dimension (projecting orthogonally to (x′

n)⊥) that n ≤ d

follows. �
Example 3.1. By Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to exhibit 6 vectors and corresponding linear 
functionals satisfying (OpenLin). Let the unit vectors v4, v5, v6 be the vertices of an 
equilateral triangle centered at o in the linear plane span{e4, e5} of E5. Let xi = ei, 
for i = 1, 2, 3, and let xi = (e1 + e2 + e3)/3 + vi, for i = 4, 5, 6. Observe that o /∈
conv{x1, . . . , x6}, as 〈e1 + e2 + e3,xi〉 > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 6.

We define the following linear functionals.
f1(x) =

〈
e1 − e2+e3

2 ,x
〉
, f2(x) =

〈
e2 − e1+e3

2 ,x
〉
, f3(x) =

〈
e3 − e1+e2

2 ,x
〉
, and 

fi(x) = 〈vi,x〉, for i = 4, 5, 6. Clearly, (OpenLin) holds.

Proof of Theorem 1. First, we prove part (a). If the origin is in the interior of the convex 
hull of the translation vectors, then Proposition 2.4 yields n ≤ 2d and the characterization 
of equality. By the last paragraph of Note 2.2, we may apply Theorem 2. If o /∈ conv{xi}, 
then by Theorem 2 (b), we have n ≤ d. If o ∈ bd conv{xi}, then combining Theorem 2
(a) and (b) yields n < 2d.

The proof of part (b) follows closely a classical proof of Danzer and Grünbaum on the 
maximum size of an antipodal set in d-space [8].

By Lemma 2.1 and Note 2.2, we may assume that K is an o-symmetric smooth strictly 
convex body in Ed. Assume that 2x1 + K, 2x2 + K, . . . , 2xn + K is a separable Had-
wiger configuration of K, where x1, . . . , xn ∈ bdK. Let fi denote the linear functional 
corresponding to the hyperplane that separates K from 2xi + K.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Ki be the set that we obtain by applying a homothety of ratio 
1/2 with center xi on the set K ∩ {x ∈ Ed : fi(x) ≥ 0}, that is,

Ki := 1
2
(
K ∩ {x ∈ Ed : fi(x) ≥ 0}

)
+ xi

2 .

These sets are pairwise non-overlapping. In fact, it is easy to see that the following even 
stronger statement holds:

(
μxi + int

(
1
2K

))
∩

⎛⎝⋃
j �=i

Kj

⎞⎠ = ∅

for any μ ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. On the other hand, vold (Ki) = 2−(d+1) vold (K) by 
the central symmetry of K, where vold (·) stands for the d-dimensional volume of the 
given set. We remark that – unlike in the proof of the main result of [8] by Danzer and 
Grünbaum – the sets Ki are not translates of each other. Since each Ki is contained in 
K \ int

(1K
)
, we immediately obtain the bound n ≤ 2d+1 − 2.
2
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To decrease the bound further, replace K1 by

K̂1 := K ∩ {x ∈ Ed : f1(x) ≥ 1/2}.

Now, K̂1, K2, . . . , Kn are still pairwise non-overlapping, and are contained in K \
int

( 1
2K

)
. The smoothness of K yields K̂1 � K1, and hence, vold

(
K̂1

)
> 2−(d+1) vold(K). 

This completes the proof of part (b) of Theorem 1. �
4. Proof of Theorem 3

We define a local version of a totally separable packing.

Definition 4.1. Let P := {xi + K : i ∈ I} be a finite or infinite packing of translates 
of K, and ρ > 0. We say that P is ρ-separable if for each i ∈ I we have that the family 
{xj + K : j ∈ I, xj + K ⊂ xi + ρK} is a totally separable packing of translates of 
K. Let δsep (ρ,K) denote the largest density of a ρ-separable packing of translates of K, 
that is,

δsep (ρ,K) := sup
P

lim sup
λ→∞

∑
i:xi+K⊂[−λ,λ]d

vold (xi + K)

(2λ)d ,

where the supremum is taken over all ρ-separable packings P of translates of K.

We quote Lemma 1 of [5].

Lemma 4.2. Let {xi + K : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a ρ-separable packing of translates of an 
o-symmetric convex body K in Ed with ρ ≥ 1, n ≥ 1 and d ≥ 2. Then

n vold (K)

vold

( ⋃
1≤i≤n

xi + 2ρK
) ≤ δsep (ρ,K) .

Lemma 4.3. Let K be a smooth o-symmetric convex body in Ed with d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then 
there is a λ > 0 such that for any separable Hadwiger configuration {K} ∪ {xi + K :
i = 1, . . . , 2d} of K,

λK ⊆
2d⋃
i=1

(xi + λK) (4)

holds. In particular, (4) holds with λ = 2 when d = 2.

Definition 4.4. We denote the smallest λ satisfying (4) by λsep (K), and note that 
λsep (K) ≥ 2, since otherwise 

⋃2d
i=1(xi + λK) does not contain o.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. Clearly, λ satisfies (4) if and only if, for each boundary point b ∈
bd(K) we have that at least one of the 2d points b − 1

λxi is in K.
First, we fix a separable Hadwiger configuration of K with 2d members and show 

that for some λ > 0, (4) holds. By Theorem 1, we have that {xi : i = 1, . . . , 2d} is an 
Auerbach basis of K, and, in particular, the origin is in the interior of conv{xi : i =
1, . . . , 2d}. It follows from the smoothness of K that for each boundary point b ∈ bd(K)
we have that at least one of the 2d rays {b − txi : t > 0} intersects the interior of K. 
The existence of λ now follows from the compactness of K.

Next, since the set of Auerbach bases of K is compact (consider them as points in 
Kd), it follows in a straightforward way that there is a λ > 0, for which (4) holds for all 
separable Hadwiger configurations of K with 2d members.

To prove the part concerning d = 2, we make use of the characterization of the equality 
case in Part (a) of Theorem 1. An Auerbach basis of a planar o-symmetric convex body 
K means that K is contained in an o-symmetric parallelogram, the midpoints of whose 
edges are ±x1, ±x2, and ±x1, ±x2 ∈ K. We leave it as an exercise to the reader that in 
this case, for each boundary point b ∈ bd(K) we have that at least one of the 4 points 
b ± x1

2 , b ± x2
2 is in K. �

We denote the (d − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure by vold−1 (·), and the isoperi-
metric ratio of a bounded set S ⊂ Ed for which it is defined as

Iq(S) := (vold−1 (bdS))d

(vold (S))d−1 ,

and recall the isoperimetric inequality, according to which it is minimized by Euclidean 
balls, that is, Iq(Bd) ≤ Iq(S) for any bounded set S ⊂ Ed, for which Iq(S) is defined.

Finally, we are ready to state our main result, from which Theorem 3 immediately 
follows.

Theorem 4. Let K be a smooth o-symmetric convex body in Ed with d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then

csep (K, n) ≤

dn− n(d−1)/d

2 [λsep (K)]d−1
[
δsep

(
λsep(K)

2 ,K
)](d−1)/d

[
Iq(Bd)
Iq(K)

]1/d

≤

dn−
n(d−1)/d(vold

(
Bd

)
)1/d

4 [λsep (K)]d−1

for all n > 1.
In particular, in the plane, we have

csep (K, n) ≤ 2n−
√
π

8
√
n

for all n > 1.
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let P = C + K be a totally separable packing of translates of K, 
where C denotes the set of centers C = {x1, . . . , xn}. Assume that m of the n translates 
is touched by the maximum number, that is, by Theorem 1, Hsep(K) = 2d others. By 
Lemma 4.3, we have

vold−1 (bd (C + λsep (K)K)) ≤ (5)

(n−m)(λsep (K))d−1 vold−1 (bd(K)) .

By the isoperimetric inequality, we have

Iq(Bd) ≤ Iq(C + λsep (K)K) = (vold−1 (bd (C + λsep (K)K)))d

(vold (C + λsep (K)K))d−1 . (6)

Combining (5) and (6) yields

n−m ≥ (Iq(Bd))1/d [vold (C + λsep (K)K)](d−1)/d

(λsep (K))d−1 vold−1 (bdK) .

The latter, by Lemma 4.2 is at least

(Iq(Bd))1/d
[

n vold(K)
δsep(λsep(K)/2,K)

](d−1)/d

(λsep (K))d−1 vold−1 (bdK) .

After rearrangement, we obtain the desired bound on n completing the proof of the first 
inequality in Theorem 4.

To prove the second inequality, we adopt the proof of [2, Corollary 1]. First, note that 
δsep

(
λsep(K)

2 ,K
)
≤ 1, and (Iq(Bd))1/d = d 

(
vold

(
Bd

))1/d. Next, according to Ball’s re-
verse isoperimetric inequality [1], for any convex body K, there is a non-degenerate affine 
map T : Ed → Ed with Iq(TK) ≤ (2d)d. Finally, notice that csep (K, n) = csep (TK, n), 
and the inequality follows in a straightforward way.

The planar bound follows by substituting the value λsep (K) = 2 from Lemma 4.3. �
5. Remarks

Lemma 4.3 does not hold for strictly convex but not smooth convex bodies. In-
deed, in E3, consider the o-symmetric polytope P := conv{±e1, ±e2, ±e3, ±0.9(e1 +
e2 + e3)} where the eis are the standard basis vectors. The six translation vectors 
±2e1, ±2e2, ±2e3 generate a separable Hadwiger configuration of P. For the vertex 
b := 0.9(e1 + e2 + e3), we have that each of the 3 lines {b + tei : t ∈ R} inter-
sect P in b only. Thus, there is a strictly convex o-symmetric body K with the following 
properties. P ⊂ K, and ±ei is a boundary point of K for each i = 1, 2, 3, and at ±ei, 
the plane orthogonal to ei is a support plane of K, and b is a boundary point of K, and 
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the 3 lines {b + tei : t ∈ R} intersect K in b only. For this strictly convex K, we have 
λsep (K) = ∞.

Thus, it is natural to ask if in Theorem 3 smoothness can be replaced by strict 
convexity. We note that in our proof, Lemma 4.3 is the only place which does not carry 
over to this case.

The same construction of the polytope P shows that λsep (K) may be arbitrarily large 
for a three-dimensional smooth convex body K. Indeed, if we take K := P + εBd with 
a small ε > 0, we obtain a smooth body for which, by the previous argument, λsep (K)
is large.

Thus, it would be very interesting to see a lower bound on f(K) of Theorem 3 which 
depends on d only.
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